IN SUBMITTING THIS AND SIMILAR MESSAGES ON MAJOR POLITICAL PROBLEMS I DO NOT PRETEND TO BE IN POSITION TO JUDGE WHAT US POLICY SHOULD BE SINCE ONLY WASHINGTON CAN HAVE ALL FACTS NECESSARY FOR SUCH JUDGMENT. NOR DO I WISH CHALLENGE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THOUGHTFUL MESSAGES SUBMITTED BY AMBASSADOR BRUCE ON GERMANY, AROUND WHICH MOST OF OUR CURRENT PROBLEMS CENTERED. I HOPE IT MAY BE HELPFUL TO DEPARTMENT, HOWEVER, TO DISCUSS THESE PROBLEMS IN SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE OF MOSCOW.

IN RAISING BERLIN CRISIS KHRUSHCHEV HAS FORCED US FACE ON ACUTE BASIS THIS AND CLOSELY RELATED PROBLEM OF FUTURE OF GERMANY AS WHOLE AS WELL AS THAT OF OUR OVERALL RELATIONS WITH SOVIET UNION.

TO BEGIN WITH MORE GENERAL PROBLEM OF EAST-WEST RELATIONS, IMPORTANT NEVER FORGET WE ARE DEALING WITH COMMUNISTS, NOT BEING COMMUNISTS I FIND THAT WE, MYSELF INCLUDED, INSTINCTIVELY TEND TREAT SOVIET LEADERS AS RATIONAL HUMAN BEINGS, WHICH THEY ARE NOT. THEY ARE COMMITTED TO AND HOLD POWER ON BASIS OF IDEOLOGY WHICH FALLS APART IF THEY ACCEPT INDEFINITE EXISTENCE CAPITALIST WORLD.

KHRUSHCHEV AND FEW HIS COLLEAGUES HOWEVER SUCH AS MIKOVAN AND PROBABLY KOSYGIN SO CONVINCED COMMUNISM CAN TRIUMPH
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THROUGH ECONOMIC MEANS THAT THEY APPARENTLY PREPARED
SUSPEND UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS NORMAL COMMUNIST METHODS
OF PURSUIT THEIR AIDS AND THEREIN LIES AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR WEST RUSSIAN PEOPLE, PROBABLY INCLUDING NUMBER OF
PARTY MEMBERS, NOT GENUINELY INTERESTED IN PURSUIT AIDS
OF INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM AND CURRENT REGIME IN SOVIET
UNION IS IN LARGE MEASURE OUT OF STEP WITH ITS OWN PEOPLE,
EVOLUTION WHICH HAS TAKEN PLACE THIS COUNTRY AS RESULT OF EDUCATION
OF PEOPLE, DEATH OF STALIN, AND SMALL TASTE WHAT LIFE
CAN OFFER OTHER THAN MERE EXISTENCE, HAS BEEN TREMENDOUS
AND WILL, I BELIEVE, CONTINUE, FERMENT ESPECIALLY STRONG
AMONG YOUTH AND INTELLIGENTSIA. THERE IS OF COURSE NO
INDICATION THAT COUNTER REVOLUTION POSSIBLE OR EVEN
AIMED AT BUT UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS PUBLIC OPINION
DOES HAVE INFLUENCE UPON REGIME, MOST OBSERVERS HERE
BELIEVE IT WOULD ALREADY BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR KRUSHCHEV
RETURN TO METHODS OF STALIN. GIVEN PRESENT REGIMES
CONVICTION IN PRINCIPLES INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM IT
IS PROBABLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR WEST REACH GENUINE AND LASTING
ACCOMMODATION WITH THEM. OUR ONLY HOPE THEREFORE OF
PEACEFUL SOLUTION LIES IN CONTINUANCE THIS EVOLUTION TO
POINT WHERE DIFFERENT TYPE OF LEADERSHIP COMES TO POWER.
BY THIS I DO NOT MEAN OVERTHROW OF COMMUNIST REGIME BUT
RATHER DIFFERENT BREED OF COMMUNIST, DEVOTED MORE TO
soviet NATIONAL AIDS THAN TO CREED OF INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNISM. I THEREFORE BELIEVE ALL OUR MAJOR POLICIES
SHOULDN'T EXAMINED IN LIGHT OF WHETHER THEY CONTRIBUTE
TO THIS EVOLUTION. BY OPENING UP SOVIET UNION TO TOURISM,
EXCHANGE OF DELEGATIONS, EXHIBITIONS, ETC., KRUSHCHEV
HAS GIVEN US WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY SPEED UP DEVELOPMENTS
HERE FAVORABLE TO US, AND WE SHOULD IN MY OPINION THINK
VERY HARD BEFORE ADOPTING ANY POLICIES WHICH WOULD CAUSE
HIM DENY US THIS OPPORTUNITY. WE HAVE THIS ADVANTAGE
NOW AT NO COST EXCEPT RECIPROCITY. WE SHOULD IN MY
OPINION BE PREPARED PAY CONSIDERABLE PRICE IF NECESSARY
TO INSURE ITS CONTINUANCE.

WE CRE IT
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were it not for foregoing factors, I believe great deal could be said for deliberately doing what Khrushchev accuses us of, namely engaging in all-out arms race and cold war. At other extreme of policy there is the possibility of total disarmament with full control and inspection. Although this may sound dreamy and does have enormous risks, I believe it worthy serious study and that there is genuine possibility Khrushchev would agree to it. This may in fact be one of proposals he expects put forward at a summit conference, while full discussion beyond bounds this message I wish merely suggest that I do not believe communism as it now exists could long live in freer atmosphere and contacts which would almost inevitably follow as next step. While risks on both sides would be enormous, they should in my view be judged in light of alternative of nuclear war. I also suggest we should reexamine our position on a more limited disarmament agreement involving drastic cuts in land forces.

In considering problem of Germany as whole, any policy is open to easy criticism and beset with difficulties and pitfalls. I suggest, however, that we should keep prominently in mind what alternatives are. If we look backwards I suspect that in light our present knowledge we should have made even greater effort than we did to prevent creation communist regime in East Germany and to have maintained Germany as unit as was done in case Austria. It seems to me that we now are another similar crossroad. In absence of an agreement Khrushchev will undoubtedly carry out his threat to sign separate peace treaty with East Germany and once this done and consolidated it difficult to see how Germany could ever be put together again except by force. It is also difficult for me believe
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THAT A PEOPLE AS STRONG AND VIRILE AS GERMANS WILL
ACCEPT SUCH DIVISION FOR LONG PERIOD OF TIME, PARTICULARLY
WHEN THEY ARE WELL ARMED. WE CANNOT COUNT UPON MAN OF
ADENAUER'S WISDOM ALWAYS BEING IN POWER IN GERMANY.
AND IT SEEMS INEVITABLE THAT SOONER OR LATER A DEMAGOGUE
WILL YIELD TO TEMPTATION AND EXPLOIT GERMAN NATIONALISM
FOR HIS OWN ENDS. REUNIFICATION OF GERMANY BY FORCE
GERMAN ARMS ALONE WOULD, EVEN IF IT DID NOT INVOLVE US
AND USSR IN MAJOR CONFLICT, PROBABLY RESULT IN REVIVAL
OF GERMAN MILITARISM AND NEW GERMEN THREAT TO EUROPE.
IN ANY EVENT SEPARATE PEACE TREATY WITH EAST GERMANY WOULD
HEIGHTEN ALREADY DANGEROUS EAST-WEST TENSION AND PROBABLY
SET IN MOTION CHAIN OF EVENTS WHICH WOULD, I FEAR,
RESULT AS MINIMUM IN RETURN TO ISOLATION OF SOVIET BLOC
AND AN EVEN MORE IMPENETRABLE IRON CURTAIN. DANGER OF
SEPARATE PEACE TREATY APPEARS TO ME TO BE IN LONG RUN
EVEN MORE SERIOUS PROBLEM THAN THAT OF BERLIN, AND I
BELIEVE OUR POLICY SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO PREVENT SUCH
DEVELOPMENT. IN DOING SO IT WILL BE DIFFICULT FOR US
AVOID INVIDIOUS POSITION OF PAYING RUSSIANS FOR REFRAINING
FROM ACTION WHICH THEY SHOULD NOT IN ANY EVENT UNDERTAKE.

I AM CONVINCED SOVIETS WILL NOT AGREE TO IMMEDIATE REUNIFICATION
GERMANY FOR ANY PRICE WE COULD CONCEIVABLY PAY. OUR
ALLIES, INCLUDING WEST GERMANY, ARE LUKEWARM ABOUT IT AND
DISINCLINED TO ACCEPT ANY BUT "A SURE THING, WHICH SOVIETS
WILL CERTAINLY NOT GRANT. THEIR CHIEF CONCERN IS CONTINUED
PRESENCE OF AMERICAN TROOPS IN EUROPE AND PARTICULARLY
IN GERMANY, WHICH MAKES ANY SOLUTION SATISFACTORY TO
SOVIETS VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE. I THEREFORE BELIEVE ADENAUER
MAY BE RIGHT IN THINKING THAT ONLY PROMISING APPROACH TO
GERMAN UNIFICATION AT PRESENT TIME IS THAT OF LARGE-
SCALE DISARMAMENT. IN ABSENCE OUR WILLINGNESS PUT FORWARD
SOME BOLD SCHEME IN DISARMAMENT FIELD, BEST WE CAN
REALISTICALLY HOPE FOR IS SOME ARRANGEMENT WHICH WOULD
KEEP PROBLEM FLEXIBLE. ON SOVIET SIDE, AS I HAVE PREVIOUSLY
POINTED OUT, OUR PREVIOUS PROPOSALS FOR SETTLING GERMAN
PROBLEM ARE COMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLE BECAUSE THEY
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WOULD, DESPITE OUR DECLARATIONS TO CONTRARY, RESULT IN
STRATEGIC AND MILITARY ADVANTAGE FOR WEST; THEY WOULD
GIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL SHOCK TO ENTIRE COMMUNIST SYSTEM;
AND THEY WOULD DEPRIVE SOVIETS OF POSSIBILITY OF EXPLOITING
EAST GERMAN PRODUCTION CAPACITIES AND TECHNOLOGY WHICH
ARE BADLY NEEDED IN THEIR EFFORT CARRY OUT THEIR ECONOMIC PLANS.

THOMPSON
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Moreover, free Germany on Polish frontier would make it extremely doubtful that Poland could be held in Communist control though Soviets may prepare to risk this after few years if they have been able to improve economic conditions sufficiently. Further weakness in our proposals on Germany from Soviet viewpoint is that key element is our guarantee of Soviet Union from German aggression. I believe Khrushchev is sincere when he says this proposal does not interest them and Soviet combination of pride and inferiority complex would probably cause them to reject it even if other elements of our proposals were acceptable. As Communist he cannot believe that we are sincere in such commitment any more than we would have faith in similar commitment from him.

I see little advantage to us in going through all the difficulties and paying price for bring about a meeting again to put forward these proposals even in dressed up fashion. If a general disarmament approach is out of question there is a small possibility that Khrushchev would be tempted to accept a time-phased system along lines set forth in my Tel 1649.
I. 1773, March 9, 4 P.M., (Section 2 of 3), from Moscow

Another approach to problem which might enable us to keep problem fluid is that of confederation. I am much impressed by Secretary's suggestion that increased contacts between East and West Germany would be to advantage of West, and as I have reported, this view shared by German Ambassador here. Difficult for me to see, however, how in present situation increased contacts can do other than add to stature of GDR without adequate compensating advantage to West Germany since in absence of any legal framework, if these contacts should have effect we anticipate, East Germans would promptly cut them off. It would be quite different if they were based on some form of confederation. I am aware of many disadvantages of limited confederation such as Soviets doubtless have in mind but this is probably last opportunity we will have to explore possibilities other than by solely bilateral East-West German talks. I believe it would be difficult for Soviets to refuse to have East and West Germans explore subject at foreign ministers' or summit meeting as kind of Subcommittee at that conference which would give us opportunity to influence result. If Adenauer were willing to consider such step and if some form of confederation were set up even on trial basis we could probably put off conclusion of separate peace treaty until there was opportunity to see how confederation would work in practice, and we could gain time and prevent hardening of present situation. This would at least slow down the more complete integration of East Germany into Communist camp and make it easier for Soviets eventually agree to or at least refrain from going to war over reunification of Germany. What would probably happen in any discussion of confederation is that East Germans would insist upon impossible terms but there could be advantage to West in exposing their position.
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WHATEVER MAY BE OUTCOME OF OUR DECISION ON SUBSTANTIVE ASPECTS OF OUR POLICY ON GERMAN PROBLEM, THERE IS NOT MUCH HOPE THAT IN ANY CONFERENCE THAT MAY TAKE PLACE ON THIS PROBLEM WE CAN PUT FORWARD A POSITION WHICH WILL LOOK BETTER THAN OUR OLD ONE FROM A PROPAGANDA POINT OF VIEW. ONE OF STRONGEST SOVIET ARGUMENTS AGAINST FREE ELECTIONS IS THAT WE PROPOSE SUBORDINATING WILL OF MINORITY TO THAT OF MAJORITY IN GERMANY. WE COULD GREATLY STRENGTHEN OUR POSITION IN THIS RESPECT IF WE COULD PROPOSE SOME SORT OF SEPARATE PLEBISCITE IN EAST GERMANY OR DEVELOP SUGGESTION OF GIVING LAENDER CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC AUTONOMY.

BERLIN PROBLEM

IN CONSIDERING BERLIN PROBLEM IT IS CLEAR THAT WE MUST AT ANY COST STAND BY OUR COMMITMENT TO WEST BERLIN. ALSO I AM FULLY AWARE THAT KHRUSHCHEV'S ACTION IN THREATENING TO PUT A DEFEATED ENEMY IN CONTROL OUR COMMUNICATIONS IF WE DO NOT ACCEPT HIS PROPOSAL OR COME UP WITH ANOTHER ONE ACCEPTABLE TO HIM, IS MONSTROUS NEVERTHELESS, IN DEALING WITH PROBLEM I BELIEVE IT MAY BE USEFUL TO ATTEMPT SEE IT FROM HIS VIEWPOINT, DIFFICULT AS THAT IS. HE CONSIDERS THAT SINCE DEATH OF STALIN HE HAS TAKEN LEAD IN ABANDONING STRONGLY-HELD COMMUNIST BELIEF IN INEVITABILITY OF WAR WITH CAPITALIST WORLD AND HAS OFFERED US PEACEFUL WAY OUT AT LEAST FOR CONSIDERABLE PERIOD OF TIME. HE HAS OPENED UP SOVIET UNION TO WESTERN INFLUENCE TO REMARKABLE DEGREE WITH ALL RISKS THIS ENTAILS FOR COMMUNIST REGIME AND HE HAS SET IN TRAIN NUMBER INTERNAL REFORMS OVER FIERCE OPPOSITION WHICH SHOULD EVENTUALLY MAKE SOVIET UNION MORE ACCEPTABLE AS NORMAL MEMBER FAMILY OF NATIONS. UNTIL HUNGARIAN REVOLUTION UPSET HIS PLANS HE WAS LIBERALIZING COMMUNIST BLOCK AND ADVOCATED ALLOWING EUROPEAN SATELLITES TO DEVELOP IN MANNER AT LEAST SOMEWHAT MORE RESPONSIVE TO THEIR OWN DESIRES AND HENCE LESS OF PROBLEM BETWEEN SOVIET
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Union and ourselves. He has offered wide-scale measures
of disarmament including very deep reduction in one of main
elements Soviet strength, its ground army. He has offered
arms embargo in Middle East as well as to settle problems
there by negotiation. He has engaged his personal future
and probably that of present regime upon effort develop
Soviet economy to exclusion almost all other goals for
period of years. He has steadfastly advocated coexistence
and end to cold war and has literally begged for summit
meeting in order bring this about. We have refused these
overtures or made their acceptance subject conditions which
he as Communist considers impossible. We are in process of
rearming Germany and strengthening our bases surrounding
Soviet territory. Our proposals for settlement German
problem would, in his opinion, end in dissolution of Communist
bloc and threaten regime in Soviet union itself. In
absence of solution larger European problems he has offered
European settlement based on status quo, while we engage
in peaceful economic competition. This we have also
rejected and he has therefore determined to nail down status
if necessary without our consent. Only obstacle in his way
to accomplishing this is Berlin problem. Hence his current
actions, he considers Berlin to be part of Eastern
Germany but to avoid trouble with us is prepared establish
it as free city and accept comprehensive guarantees of access.

Thompson
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Powers in maintaining security of West Berlin and access thereto. (Incidentally I understand Khrushchev asserted to Macmillan that West had forty thousand troops in Berlin. When Macmillan disputed this Khrushchev checked with his military and later admitted they put number at around twelve thousand.) As I have previously suggested, I believe we should very much keep in mind fact that West German access to Berlin is already in East German hands. Even if our troops remain in Berlin we may eventually be faced with East German attempt to strangle city and there would be considerable advantage to us if West German access could receive clear legal basis and international guaranties.

It may well be that Khrushchev's plan is to get as wide a measure of acceptance and/or recognition of GDR as he can, establish its legal basis by separate peace treaty, and then let East Germans gradually put squeeze not on our access but that of West Germans. One ominous sign of his ultimate intentions was his inclusion in Soviet proposal of commitment on part of free West Berlin not to allow subversive activities. Such provision would of course furnish ample grounds for subsequent intervention.

Proposal to make West Berlin UN headquarters under UN control would not fully satisfy Khrushchev's objectives unless it made provision for stopping refugee flow which I assume cannot be accepted by us. It would appeal to him, however, in that Soviets have never liked New York UN location and West Berlin would to some extent cease to be symbol of West German prosperity. Even without provision about refugees Khrushchev might accept proposal if he found he could not do better although in his view it would have disadvantage of frustrating plans he doubtless has for eventual complete takeover by East Germany.

Kreisky scheme (Viennat's 2026) appeals to me more than UN headquarters proposal which might be worth advancing for
-3- 1773, MARCH 9, 4 PM, (SECTION THREE OF THREE), FROM MOSCOW.

PROPAGANDA MEANS BUT IT WOULD IN MY OPINION BE CLEARLY UNACCEPTABLE TO SOVIETS IF FOR NO OTHER REASON THAN THAT IT WOULD FACILITATE FLOW OF REFUGEES.

I THINK WE CAN BE FAIRLY CONFIDENT THAT KHRUSHCHEV WILL NOT DELIBERATELY RISK TOTAL WAR OVER BERLIN AND I SUSPECT HIS COLLEAGUES MIGHT PULL HIM BACK IF IT WERE CLEAR THAT REAL RISK OF THIS WAS INVOLVED. ON OTHER HAND WE MUST REMEMBER THAT HE DOUBTFULY HOLDS SIMILAR VIEW ABOUT US AND THUS REAL DANGER IS THAT WE COULD BOTH DRIFT ON INTO SITUATION WHICH MIGHT GET OUT OF CONTROL.

IN THIS CONNECTION I AM CONCERNED ABOUT OUR CONTINGENCY PLANS WITH RESPECT TO REFUSAL PERMIT STAMPING OF DOCUMENTS. I AM AFRAID THAT AS AN ISSUE INVOLVING WILLINGNESS ENGAGE IN WAR THIS WILL SEEM HIGHLY TECHNICAL POINT TO WORLD OPINION. WOULD NOT BETTER PLAN BE TO ALLOW DOCUMENTS TO BE STAMPED IF EAST GERMANS INSIST, BUT AT SAME TIME MAKE PUBLIC STATEMENT AND PERHAPS REQUEST SOVIET GOVT TO TRANSMIT MESSAGE TO EAST GERMANS GOVT STATING CLEARLY THAT WE DO SO IN INTERESTS OF PEACEFUL SETTLEMENTS OF PROBLEM BUT THAT THIS IMPLIES NO RECOGNITION EAST GERMAN RIGHTS AND THAT ANY ATTEMPT ON THEIR PART TO INTERFERE WITH OUR ACCESS OR TO INSPECT VEHICLES WILL NOT BE TOLERATED?

WHILE I AGREE WITH AMBASSADOR BRUCE THAT KHRUSHCHEV WOULD NOT BE SATISFIED WITH SUCH MEASURES AS ABOLITION OUR OVERT INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND OPERATION OF RIAS, IF WE DECIDE AND ARE ABLE TO FACE HIM DOWN ON BERLIN ISSUE SOME SUCH MEASURE AS THIS WOULD MAKE IT EASIER FOR HIM TO BACK DOWN AND MIGHT BE BARGAINED OFF FOR SOME ADVANTAGES TO US SUCH AS RECOGNITION RIGHT WEST BERLIN TO LAND AND AIR CORRIDORS, ETC.

AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN PROBLEM OF DEALING WITH SOVIET UNION IS PERSONALITY OF KHRUSHCHEV, ALTHOUGH HE CONSULTS HIS COLLEAGUES AND I BELIEVE THEY CONTINUE TO PLAY IMPORTANT AT LEAST CONSULTATIVE ROLE, THIS IS NOW VERY MUCH A ONE-MAN
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ONE-MAN GOVERNMENT, WE CAN THEREFORE NOT BE SURE OF PERMANENCY OF ANY AGREEMENTS REACHED WITH SOVIET UNION SINCE HE MIGHT DISAPPEAR FROM SCENE ANY TIME FROM NATURAL OR OTHER CAUSES. SHARP DEFEAT ON BERLIN ISSUE WOULD DOUBTLESS SERIOUSLY WEAKEN HIS POSITION HERE BUT I DO NOT BELIEVE WE SHOULD TAKE SUCH CONSIDERATIONS INTO ACCOUNT IN FORMULATION OF OUR POLICY. MOREOVER I CONSIDER THAT DESPITE ALL HIS DISADVANTAGES KHRUSHCHEV IS BETTER FROM OUR POINT OF VIEW THAN ANYONE LIKELY TO SUCCEED HIM AT PRESENT TIME.

IN CONCLUSION, AS DEPARTMENT AWARE I GIVE MORE WEIGHT IN MY THINKING TO INTERNAL DEVELOPMENTS IN SOVIET UNION THAN TO VAGARIES OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY, SINCE I BELIEVE FORMER ARE MORE LASTING AND IN LONG RUN HOLD GREATER PROMISE OF MAKING POSSIBLE OUR PEACEFUL EXISTENCE WITH RUSSIAN BEAR. I AM AWARE THAT A DETENTE IN OUR RELATIONS WITH SOVIET UNION WOULD RAISE DIFFICULT PROBLEMS FOR WEST IN SUCH MATTERS AS WILLINGNESS OUR PEOPLE TO SUPPORT BURDENS OF AN ADEQUATE DEFENSE POSTURE. I AM CONVINCED, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH RELAXATION OF TENSION WOULD HAVE FAR MORE PROFOUND EFFECT IN THIS COUNTRY AND WOULD ON BALANCE BE FAVORABLE TO US.
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